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Abstract. Confidentiality-preserving refinement describes a relation be-
tween a specification and an implementation that ensures that all con-
fidentiality properties required in the specification are preserved by the
implementation in a probabilistic setting. The present paper investigates
the condition under which that notion of refinement is compositional, i.e.
the condition under which refining a subsystem of a larger system yields
a confidentiality-preserving refinement of the larger system. It turns out
that the refinement relation is not composition in general, but the con-
dition for compositionality can be stated in a way that builds on the
analysis of subsystems thus aiding system designers in analyzing a com-
position.

1 Introduction

In systems and software engineering, the consent is growing that secure systems
cannot be built by adding security features ex post to an existing implementa-
tion but that “security-aware” engineering of systems and software must take
security concerns into account, starting from requirements engineering through
architectural and detailed design to coding, testing, and deployment.

It is obvious that only some kind of divide-and-conquer approach makes
building non-trivial systems feasible. Such an approach must support decom-
posing a system into subsystems, implementing those subsystems largely inde-
pendently of each other, and finally composing the implementations of those
subsystems to make up an implementation of the entire system. More specifi-
cally, such an approach decomposes a system specification into specifications of
subsystems, and it composes (correct) implementations of subsystem specifica-
tions to yield a (correct) implementation of the system specification.

In this setting, the question arises whether correctness of the subsystem im-
plementations with respect to their specifications is sufficient to guarantee that
composing the subsystem implementations yields a correct implementation of
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the original specification. If this is true, then the implementation relation relat-
ing a specification to the set of its correct implementations is called composi-
tional. Adapting this definition to security, the question arises whether security-
property-preserving implementations of the subsystems with respect to their
specifications are sufficient to guarantee that composing the subsystem imple-
mentations yields a security-property-preserving implementation of the original
specification of the whole system.

When formal techniques are used for system development, both the spec-
ification and the implementation are often described in the same formalism.
Then, the former is called the abstract specification, and the latter is called the
concrete specification. The relation describing the correct implementations of an
abstract specification is called a refinement relation, and a concrete specification
implementing an abstract one is called a refinement of the abstract specification.
For a notion of refinement, the properties of transitivity and compositionality are
very important. Without these properties, the practical application of refinement
is hardly possible.

In earlier work [4], we have motivated a probabilistic notion of
a confidentiality-preserving refinement and sketched its formalization using an
extension of CSP with probabilistic choice. Classical formal techniques, which
are possibilistic, either impose sufficient conditions that are too strong or impose
only necessary conditions that are too weak to realize required confidentiality
properties [16].

In the present paper, we further investigate properties of confidentiality-pre-
serving refinement, with the goal of enhancing its potential for practical appli-
cability. For these investigations, we represent our systems using a probabilistic
variant of CSP, and slightly rephrase our definition to better capture the intuition
motivated in [4]. We prove that the resulting refinement relation is transitive.
By way of a counterexample, we show that confidentiality-preserving refinement,
in general, is not compositional. The main contribution of the paper is a nec-
essary and sufficient condition for compositionality of confidentiality-preserving
refinement, called non-disclosure.

A technical report [14] contains more explanatory prose and the complete
proofs of all theorems and lemmas mentioned in the paper.

2 Probabilistic CSP and Behavioral Refinement

We use a probabilistic extension of the process algebra of “Communicating Se-
quential Processes” (CSP) to formally describe the systems we reason about.
Roscoe [12] comprehensively treats classical CSP. In this section, we briefly in-
troduce the notation and the notion of behavioral refinement on which we build
confidentiality-preserving refinement in Section 3.

2.1 CSP Notation

A process P produces sequences of events, called traces. An event c.d consists of a
channel name c and a data item d . Two processes can synchronize on a channel c
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by transmitting the same data d over c. If one process generates an event c.d and
the other generates an event c.x , where x is a variable, both processes exchange
data when synchronizing on channel c: the value of x becomes d .

In the following, we describe the CSP notation used in this paper. In the
following, P and Q are processes, e ∈ Σ is an event, X ⊆ Σ is a set of events,
S ∈ Σ ↔ Σ is a relation on events, and R ∈ D ↔ D is a relation on data.

The process e → P first generates event e, and behaves like P afterwards.
The process P |[X ]|Q is a parallel composition of P and Q : if P or Q generate
events on channels not in X , then those events appear in an arbitrary order; if a
process generates an event on a channel in X , it waits until the other process also
generates an event on the same channel; if the data transmitted by both processes
are equal (or can be made equal because an event contains a variable), then the
parallel composition generates that event, otherwise the parallel composition
deadlocks.

In the notion of refinement we use, we are interested in changing data repre-
sentations (data refinement), because many effects compromising confidentiality
can be described by distinguishing data representations in an implementation
that represent the same abstract data item (e.g., different representations of the
same natural number). For a relation R on D , the process P [[R]]D is the process
P where each data item a in events of P is replaced by a data item b that is in
relation with a, i.e. a R b holds.

The process P \ X is distinguished from P by hiding the channels in X ⊆
αP , where αP is the set of channels used by P . The traces of P \ X are the
traces of P where all events over channels in X are removed. The external choice
P ✷ Q is the process that behaves as either P or Q , depending on the event
that the environment offers.

For a family of processes P(x ), the process �P(x ) nondeterministically be-
haves like one of the P(x ). As an extension to classical CSP, we also need a
probabilistic choice

⊕P
x P(x ): this process chooses x – and thus P(x ) – accord-

ing to a probability distribution P .
For behavioral refinements, we disregard distributions on choices and treat

all probabilistic choices as nondeterministic ones: the possibilistic version P̂ of a
process P is defined by replacing each occurrence of the probabilistic choice

⊕
by a corresponding nondeterministic choice �.

2.2 Refinement of Behavior and Data

There are several notions of refinement for CSP: trace refinement, failure refine-
ment, and failure-divergence refinement. The latter two imply trace refinement.
If P is refined by Q , denoted P 	 Q , then – regardless of the refinement relation
used – traces(Q) ⊆ traces(P).

We wish to cover changes of data representations in our refinement relation.
Therefore, we extend the usual CSP refinement with a retrieve relation mapping
concrete to abstract data, and define behavioral refinement as a combination of
CSP refinement and data renaming according to the retrieve relation.
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Definition 1 (Retrieve Relation). Let P and Q be processes over Σ. A rela-
tion R ∈ D ↔ D between concrete and abstract data is called a retrieve relation
from Q to P, if domR ⊆ dataQ and ranR ⊆ dataP, where domR and ranR
denote the domain and range, respectively, of relation R, and dataP is the set
of data occuring in events of P.

At some places we need the set R−1(r) of all possible data refined versions
of a trace r . Applying R−1 to a trace r means applying the inverse of R to the
data in each event of the trace, and R−1(r) denotes the set of all such traces:

R−1(r)={t | dom t=dom r ∧
∀ i ∈dom r ; c∈Ch; d ∈D •∃d ′∈R(d) • t(i)=c.d ⇒ r(i)=c.d ′}

Definition 2 (Behavioral Refinement). Let P and Q be processes over Σ.
Let R be a retrieve relation from Q to P. Then Q refines P via R (written
P 	R Q), if P̂ 	 Q̂ [[R]]D , where 	 is the usual refinement of CSP.

Behavioral refinement is transitive and monotonic [14].
We will need to consider a restriction of a “concrete” process Q to a behavior

implementing a given “abstract” trace r .

Definition 3. Let Q be a process, R be a retrieve relation abstracting the data
in Q, and let r be a trace over the range of R. Then Q |Rr is a process that chooses
a behavior of Q whose starting sequence is compatible with r.

Q |Rr := Pr(r)[[R−1]]D |[αQ ]|Q

The process Pr(r) produces the trace r and behaves arbitrarily afterwards:

Pr(〈 〉) = Pr(〈�〉) = RUN Pr(〈e〉 � s) = e → Pr(s)

The event � at the end of a trace signifies termination of the process. The
process RUN engages in any communication the environment proposes.

Behavioral refinement is defined in terms of the possibilistic versions of the
involved processes. Morgan et.al. [11] define a refinement relation for probabilis-
tic processes, which turns out to be a very delicate task when allowing both,
nondeterministic and probabilistic choices.1 Because confidentiality-preserving
refinement as defined in Section 3 imposes a condition on processes that, in par-
ticular, does not require the probabilistic behavior of a process to be preserved
in a refinement, we do not use Morgan, et.al.’s definition2 of refinement.
1 It is not easy to avoid either one when defining processes.
2 An investigation of the relation between the two is nevertheless theoretically inter-
esting.
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Fig. 1. System model (left), and concretization vs. indistinguishability (right)

2.3 Probability Distributions on Processes

We conclude the brief discourse on probabilistic CSP with some properties of
probability distributions, which we will need later. Given a process P , which may
contain external, nondeterministic, and probabilistic choices, the set of processes
Prob(P) contains all processes that are obtained by replacing each external
choice and each nondeterministic choice in P by a probabilistic choice for some
(arbitrary) distribution.

When we will consider probabilistic properties of processes later, we will
argue about all members Prob(P) for a given P , because thus we consider all
possible probabilistic behavior of the environment (external choices) and all pos-
sible probabilistic behavior of an implemented system for which the process (as
a specification) does not determine the distribution (nondeterministic choices).

For a process Q that contains only probabilistic choices, we define a family
of probability distributions Pn(Q , t) that is indexed by the maximal length n
of traces it considers: Pn(Q , t) is a distribution on the set of traces with length
n or that terminate (the last event is �) and have a length less than n. For a
given t , we write PQ(t) for P#t(Q , t), where #t is the length of t .

The probability of Q producing a trace in a set M , which describes a certain
property of Q , is given by

PQ (t ∈ M ) =
∑

t∈pfree(M )

PQ (t) (1)

The set pfree(M ) ⊆ M is the maximal subset of M that does not contain any
t ∈ M for which there is a prefix t ′ of t in M .

Finally, we define PQ (s) = 0 for traces s /∈ traces(Q).

3 Confidentiality-Preserving Refinement (CPR)

In this section, we present our definition of confidentiality-preserving refinement,
which we have extensively motivated in an earlier publication [4]. To specify
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confidentiality properties we use a system model illustrated on the left-hand
side of Fig. 1 for the example of a communication system between a sender
and a receiver communicating over an untrusted network. We specify a system
for which confidentiality is a relevant requirement by a pair of a process and
a window channel.

Definition 4 (System, Window). A system specification A = (Q ,w) is
a pair of a process definition Q and a distinguished channel w ∈ αQ, called
the window of A.

Specifying the system ASystem of Fig. 1, we define three processes ASender ,
ANet , and AReceiver , where ASender and ANet communicate via the internal
channel l1, and ANet and AReceiver communicate over the internal channel l2.
Then, the process ASystem is the parallel composition of those three processes.
The window w is a distinguished channel of ASystem.

ASystem = (QA,w)
QA =̂ ((ASender |[l1]|ANet) |[l2]|AReceiver) \ {l1, l2}

αQA = {inp, out ,w}

The channel w models the flow of data from the system to an adversary.
Observing the channel w , the adversary gains information about the system.
Any distinction the adversary can make about the internal state of the system
based on the observations on w is information that the system does not keep
confidential. Conversely, the system keeps confidential any aspect of its behavior
that an adversary cannot distinguish by observing w . We formally capture that
confidentiality property by defining equivalences over system traces.

Definition 5 (Indistinguishability). Let A = (Q ,w) be a system specifica-
tion. Two traces s , t ∈ traces(Q) are indistinguishable by w (denoted s ≡w t)
iff their projections to w are equal: s ≡w t ⇔ s � {w} = t � {w}

In the transition from an abstract to a concrete system specification, the
interpretation of a window changes. The window of an abstract system specifies
what information is allowed to be visible to an adversary. The window of a con-
crete system specifies what information cannot be hidden from the adversary.

Here, a purely logical argument is insufficient because it is not enough to
ask whether a distinction in the concrete system definitely allows an observer to
distinguish confidential data, but we must describe whether such a distinction
providesmore information about the confidential data than the abstract window
reveals. Therefore, we consider the respective probabilities of internal data that
may cause a particular observable behavior on a window. The right-hand side of
Fig. 1 illustrates our approach to formalizing that probabilistic argument:

Consider an abstract and a concrete system that behaviorally refines the
abstract one with retrieve relation R. Let r and s be two abstract traces that
are indistinguishable with respect to the window w , i.e. r ≡a

w s . According to the
retrieve relation R, trace r can be represented by the concrete traces u and w ,
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and trace s can be represented by the concrete traces v and y, where u and y
as well as v and w are indistinguishable by observing the concrete window, i.e.
u ≡c

w y and w ≡c
w v . For keeping r and s indistinguishable in the concrete

system, we must require that the probability that r is represented by u be the
same as the probability that s is represented by y. If this were not the case, an
adversary might be able to gain information whether r or s happened on the
abstract layer: if the probability that r is represented by u is greater than the
probability that s is represented by y, for an adversary, the observation of some
element t ≡c

w y increases the probability of r with respect to s .
Definition 6 reflects this argument: A confidentiality-preserving refinement is

one that (1) is the behavioral refinement of the processes describing a system (c.f.
Definition 2), and that (2) (probabilistically) preserves the indistinguishability
of system traces. In the latter condition, we consider the behavior of the concrete
system implementing an abstract trace r , i.e. the process Q |Rr . This process may
contain external choices stemming from the different implementation choices
that R−1 assigns to the data in r . Because there is no way of knowing with what
probability those implementation choices are resolved, we need to consider all
possible distributions that make Q |Rr a probabilistic process, i.e. all members of
Prob(Q |Rr ).

Remark 1. To keep the language simple, we will talk about a probabilistic prop-
erty E of a process Q , when we mean that all members Qp ∈ Prob(Q) satisfy E .

Definition 6 (Confidentiality-Preserving Refinement, CPR). Let A =
(P ,w) and C = (Q ,w) be two system specifications. Let ≡a

w be the indistin-
guishability in A (wrt. w), and let ≡c

w be the indistinguishability in C (wrt. w).
The system C is a confidentiality-preserving refinement (CPR) of the system A
via the retrieve relation R from Q to P (A 	cpr

R C) iff:

1. P \ {w} 	R Q \ {w}, and behavioral refinement,BR
2. ∀ r , s ∈ traces(P); t ∈ traces(Q);
Qr ∈ Prob(Q |Rr ); Qs ∈ Prob(Q |Rs ) •
r ≡a

w s ⇒ PQr (u ≡c
w t) = PQs (v ≡c

w t)

indistinguishability preservation,IP

We write P 	cpr
R,w Q for (P ,w) 	cpr

R (Q ,w), which is useful when analyzing
systems with respect to different windows. Although the windows of the two sys-
tems have the same name w , they may carry different data because the processes
of the systems determine the data that is transmitted on a channel.

Hiding w from P and Q in Condition BR, Definition 6 does not require Q to
refine the window w : At the implementation level, an adversary may have means
of observation that are in no way related to the means of observation given at
the specification level. Requiring Q to refine the window w therefore would –
inadequately – allow the specification to impose restrictions on the power of an
adversary at the level of implementation. Condition IP captures the important
restriction on confidentiality-preserving implementations that adversaries must
not be able to infer more information by observing the implementation than the
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window at the specification level allows them to. It states that, given two indis-
tinguishable abstract traces r and s , and a concrete trace t , the probability of
choosing a concrete trace u which is indistinguishable of t as an implementation
of r must be the same as choosing a concrete trace v which is indistinguishable
of t as an implementation of s , see Fig. 1.

To determine the probability PQr (u ≡c
w t), we consider a subset of the set

T = {u | u ∈ traces(Qr ) ∧ u ≡c
w t} of all traces that are indistinguishable

from t . Because T need not be prefix-free, we must consider the set pfree(T ) for
calculating probabilities. Then, it holds:

PQr (u ≡c
w t) =

∑
u∈pfree(T) PQr (u)

To support stepwise refinement and the independent refinement of subsys-
tems, a refinement relation must have two properties: it must be transitive and
compositional. The following Theorem 1 establishes the transitivity of CPR.
Section 4 extensively discusses compositionality.

Theorem 1 (Transitivity of CPR). Let A = (Pa ,w), B = (Pb ,w), and
C = (Pc ,w) be system specifications. Let Rba and Rcb be retrieve relations
from Pb to Pa , and from Pc to Pb, respectively. Then A 	cpr

Rba
B ∧ B 	cpr

Rcb

C ⇒ A 	cpr
Rcb

o
9Rba

C, where o
9 is the forward composition of relations.

4 Compositionality of CPR

Compositionality of security properties and compositionality of refinement are
two different notions. Section 4.1 contrasts the two. Indistinguishability is not
a compositional property, and CPR is, in general, not compositional. Section 4.2
illustrates this fact by way of a counterexample. For a composed system for which
refinements of subsystems are known, we can find a condition that characterizes
the circumstances under which a CPR is compositional. This condition is more
intuitive than the Condition IP of Definition 6, and it allows one to build on the
analyses made for verifying the CPR of subsystems. Section 4.3 establishes this
result in Theorem 2.

4.1 Compositionality of Security Properties vs. Compositionality
of Refinement

Compositionality of a security property, as it is often considered in the context
of secure systems, means the preservation of that property under composition
of systems: if certain systems satisfy a certain security property, some variant of
non-interference, say, then the composition of those systems satisfies the same
property. Mantel [10] investigates the relation between compositionality results
for many known information flow properties.

Compositionality of a refinement relation, in which we are interested in this
paper, addresses the interplay of decomposing a system specification, and com-
posing the implementations of the subsystems to yield an implementation of
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the original system specification. Thus it is a preservation property that relates
different levels of abstraction (specification – implementation), whereas the com-
positionality of security properties is concerned with one level of abstraction only.
As we will see in the following section, the security property indistinguishability
(c.f. Definition 5) is not compositional. Since this is true for the abstract as well as
the concrete level of a refinement, the non-compositionality of indistinguishabil-
ity, in principle, weakens the requirements for a refinement to be compositional.
As a consequence, embedding a system into a context but refining it in isolation
leads to two questions to be answered:

1. Does the composed system still fulfill the desired security requirements?
2. Does the replacement of the abstract by the concrete system in the given

context compromise security?

Question 1 means that the composition has to be considered and possibly be
rejected, independently of later refinements. The present paper does not address
this problem. Since the usual notion of correctness of refinement does provide
for preservation of integrity and hopefully availability, but not at all for confi-
dentiality, we narrow Question 2 to: Does the replacement of the abstract by the
concrete system in the given context compromise confidentiality? This amounts
to showing that the refinement is compositional for the given context. In the rest
of the paper, we will show how to answer this question.

4.2 A Counterexample

The two systems shown in Fig. 2 illustrate that, in general, CPR is not com-
positional. The left-hand side of the figure shows an abstract system ASys with
two communication channels inp and out , and a window w ⊗ wx that is a com-
bination of the windows w and wx of the two subsystems A and Con: all data
observable on w or wx are also observable on w ⊗ wx . The subsystem A spec-
ifies a secure communication service. It allows its environment to observe the
length of messages transmitted from channel inp to channel com, but no other
information about the content of messages. The subsystem Con specifies the
context in which A operates. The context Con copies the data that A produces
on com to its output channel out . The systems A and Con also communicate
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via the channel aux : Con receives data from A that do not contain any relevant
information (represented by a constant 0). The window wx of Con allows data
received on aux to be observed by the environment.

The right-hand side of Fig. 2 shows an implementation CSys of ASys . The
subsystem C is an implementation of the communication service that A specifies
in the presence of an untrusted network. The implementation C probabilistically
chooses keys k with equal probabilities and uses a (suitable) encryption function
cipher to conceal the transmitted data from an observer who can intercept com-
munication on the network: the window w of C allows an adversary to observe
the ciphertext cipher(inp, k).

Because observing that ciphertext will reveal the length of the message but
nothing else about its content, the system C is a CPR of the system A, as shown
in [4]. If CPR was unconditionally compositional, we would expect CSys , which
is obtained from ASys by substituting C for A, to be a CPR of ASys . This,
however, is not true: C not only implements A correctly3, but it also transmits
the selected key k over the channel aux . This does not compromise confidentiality
if C is considered in isolation, because w does not make information about the
data on aux available to the adversary. Composing C with Con as in CSys ,
however, allows the adversary to observe the key k on the new window wx !
Thus, the combination of the information gained by observing w and wx reveals
the original input message to an adversary, which is not revealed on the abstract
level.

In this example, the non-compositionality of CPR is a direct consequence
of the non-compositionality of indistinguishability: composing the windows w
and wx in CSys makes more observations possible (the key becomes observable)
and thus an observer can distinguish more behavior of the subsystems than by
observing their respective windows alone.

The same argument, however, is also true for the abstract level: the indistin-
guishability requirement on the implementation will, in general, become weaker
by combining windows, thus strengthening the premise of Condition IP in Defi-
nition 6, and allowing for more confidentiality-preserving refinements. Addition-
ally, much more subtle effects relating to the probabilistic nature of Definition 6
may compromise the compositionality of CPR.

4.3 A Condition for Compositionality

After the somewhat discouraging result of the previous section, we will now in-
vestigate the conditions under which CPR is nevertheless compositional. We will
make precise the intuition gained from analyzing the counterexample, and come
up with a condition for compositionality that reduces the question of compo-
sitionality to the question what additional distinctions a new window on the
subsystem allows an adversary to make.
3 The retrieve relation maps each key transmitted on channel aux to the constant 0,
which is an admissible data refinement.
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Formally, we consider two systems A = (P ,w) and C = (Q ,w) with A 	cpr
R

C for some retrieve relation R from Q to P . The context Con = (Cx ,wx ) is
another system that can communicate with A and C via a set of channels K .
The context window is different4 from the window on A and C : wx �= w .

Combining the system A with the context Con yields the system
(P |[K ]|Cx ,w ⊗ wx ). We assume here that the processes P and Cx work on
the same set of abstract data. Therefore, to combine C with Con, we must
“concretize” the data in Cx by a data renaming consistent with the retrieve
relation from Q to P : (Q |[K ]|Cx [[R−1]]D ,w ⊗ wx ). Viewed abstractly, the pro-
cess Cx [[R−1]]D has the same behavior as Cx , but for each data item a that Cx
transmits, the process Cx [[R−1]]D transmits a data item b that implements a, i.e.
for which b R a holds. In this setting, compositionality means that C combined
with Con refines A combined with Con:

(P |[K ]|Cx ,w ⊗ wx ) 	cpr
R (Q |[K ]|Cx [[R−1]]D ,w ⊗ wx ) (2)

If Condition IP of Definition 6 does not hold for (2), then the additional
observations of the concrete system that the window wx permits via the context
must allow an adversary to distinguish more behavior of P than the window w
permits. Composing the context with the processes P or Q , respectively, forces
them to synchronize with the context and thus reduces their possible behavior.
This may change the probabilities of traces of P and Q , which might also affect
Condition IP .

This analysis motivates the three essential tasks to solve for stating our com-
positionality theorem:

1. to reduce the combination of a system with a context, which itself has an
additional window, to adding a window to the system;

2. to come up with a condition describing the circumstances under which a CPR
between two systems is preserved under addition of a window to both sys-
tems;

3. to show that reducing behavior by adding a context preserves CPR.

To solve the first task, we wish to consider the context as a means of an
adversary to observe the behavior of P or Q at the channels K . Technically, we
can achieve this by hiding all channels of Cx but wx and but the ones in K from
the composed systems. This leads to the notion of a system in context:

Definition 7 (System in Context). Let A = (P ,w) and Con = (Cx ,wx ) be
system specifications. Let K ⊆ (αP ∩ αCx )−{w ,wx} be a set of channels over
which A and Con can communicate, and let X := αCx −(αP ∪ {wx}). Then A
in context Con, written A

K� Con, is the system (P |[K ]| (Cx \ X ),w ⊗ wx ).

The system A
K�Con is the system A with an additional window wx and the

reduced behavior that is a consequence of synchronizing with Con. Similarly,
4 Although the channel names are different, the same data can, of course, be trans-
mitted over those channels.
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at the concrete level, the system C
K� Con[[R−1]]D is the system C with an

additional window and reduced behavior. Lemma 1 shows that it is sufficient to
prove a CPR between those systems in context to establish (2).

Lemma 1. Let A = (P ,w), C = (Q ,w), and Con = (Cx ,wx ) be system
specifications. Let w ∈ (αP ∩ αQ)−αCx, wx ∈ αCx, K ⊆ (αP ∩ αQ ∩
αCx )−{w ,wx}, and X := αCx −(αP∪αQ∪{wx}). Let R be a retrieve relation
from Q to P. Let (P̃ ,w ⊗wx ) := A

K�Con and (Q̃ ,w ⊗wx ) := C
K�Con[[R−1]]D .

Then

P 	cpr
R,w Q ∧ P̃ 	cpr

R,w⊗wx Q̃ ⇒ P |[K ]|Cx 	cpr
R,w⊗wx Q |[K ]|Cx [[R−1]]D

To solve the second task, consider the effect of adding a window wx to the
abstract and concrete systems. By the following Equivalence (3), going from w
to w ⊗ wx makes the equivalence classes of the indistinguishability finer.

s ≡w⊗wx t ⇔ s ≡w t ∧ s ≡wx t (3)

As Fig. 3 illustrates, the equivalence classes at both, the abstract and the
concrete level, become finer. Thus, we need to consider fewer pairs (r , s) of
abstract traces in Condition IP of Definition 6, which weakens the condition, but
at the same time, we need to show a stronger property for the pairs (r , s) that we
still must consider: For all traces t of the concrete system, the probability of the
concrete system to choose a behavior u implementing r that is indistinguishable
from t by both w and wx must be the same as the probability of the system to
choose an implementation v of s that is indistinguishable from t by both w and
wx . Formally, we need to show:

∑
u ∈ pfree

�
[t]≡c

w
∩ [t]≡c

wx

� PQr (u) =
∑

v ∈ pfree
�
[t]≡c

w
∩ [t]≡c

wx

� PQs (v) (4)
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We already know [t]≡c
w

from proving A 	cpr
R C . Proving Equation (4) as

it stands would mean to analyze which behavior of C that is indistinguishable
by w remains indistinguishable when adding wx . From a practical point of view,
however, it is more suitable to analyze which observations made using wx allow
an adversary to distinguish behavior that is indistinguishable by w , and to com-
pare probabilities for that behavior. This means to let the sums range over the
set difference of the respective equivalence classes. If the resulting equation of
probabilities holds, we call wx non-disclosing on the system with respect to r
and s .

Definition 8 (Non-Disclosure). Let S = (Q ,w) be a system specification,
and let wx ∈ αQ −{w} be a channel of Q that is distinct from w. Let R be
a retrieve relation from Q to the data in two traces r and s. We call wx non-
disclosing on S wrt. R, r and s, written Q |Rr ,s � w � wx, iff the following
condition holds:

∀ t : traces(Q); Qr ∈ Prob(Q |Rr ); Qs ∈ Prob(Q |Rs ) •∑
u∈

�
T(Qr ,t)− [t]≡wx

� PQr (u) =
∑

v∈
�
T(Qs ,t)− [t]≡wx

� PQs (v)

The set of traces T (Q , t) is given by T (Q , t) := T0(Q , t)∪pfree(T1(Q , t)), where

T0(Q , t) = {u ∈ traces(Q) | u ≡w t ∧ #(u � {wx}) = #(t � {wx}) ∧
¬ (∃ u ′ ∈ traces(Q) • u ′ prefix u ∧

u ′ ≡w t ∧ #(u ′ � {wx}) = #(t � {wx}))}
(5)

T1(Q , t) = {u ∈ traces(Q) | u ≡w t ∧ u /∈ T0(Q , t) ∧
¬ (∃ u ′ ∈ T0(Q , t) • u prefix u ′)} (6)

The prefix-free set T (Q , t) is an alternative for pfree([t]≡w
) when comput-

ing the probability that Q produces a trace u with u ≡w t . Additionally, the
(rather technical) construction ensures that T (Q , t) contains a maximal number
of traces that have as many observations over the other window wx as t has.

Lemma 2 states that – given P 	cpr
R,w Q – non-disclosure characterizes the

circumstances under which CPR is preserved when a new window is added.

Lemma 2. Let P and Q be processes, w ,wx ∈ αP ∩ αQ be channels common
to P and Q, and let R be a retrieve relation from Q to P. If P 	cpr

R,w Q then

P 	cpr
R,w⊗wx Q ⇔ (∀ r , s ∈ traces(P) • r ≡a

w⊗wx s ⇒ Q |Rr ,s � w � wx
)

To solve the third task, we need Lemma 3 that relates a given CPR to a CPR
of the same systems in a context that does not add a new window. When we
apply this lemma to prove compositionality, we will regard wx not as a window
but as an ordinary channel of Cx .

Lemma 3. Let A = (P ,w), C = (Q ,w), and Con = (Cx ,wx ) be system spec-
ifications with w �= wx. Let K ⊆ (αP ∩ αQ ∩ αCx )−{w ,wx} be a set of
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channels over which A and Con, and C and Con, respectively, can communi-

cate. Let (P̃ ,w ⊗ wx ) := A
K� Con and (Q̃ ,w ⊗ wx ) := C

K� Con[[R−1]]D . Then
P 	cpr

R,w Q ⇒ P̃ 	cpr
R,w Q̃.

Lemmas 1, 2, and 3 allow us to prove the main result of this paper: CPR is
compositional if the context window wx is non-disclosing on the refined subsys-
tem.

Theorem 2 (Compositionality of CPR). Let A = (P ,w), C = (Q ,w), and
Con = (Cx ,wx ) be system specifications with w �= wx. Let K ⊆ (αP ∩ αQ ∩
αCx )−{w ,wx} be a set of channels over which A and Con or C and Con,
respectively, can communicate. Let R be a retrieve relation from Q to P. Let P̃

be the process of A
K� Con, and let Q̃ be the process of C

K� Con[[R−1]]D . If

1. A 	cpr
R C, and

2. ∀ r̃ , s̃ : traces(P̃) • r̃ ≡a
w⊗wx s̃ ⇒ Q̃ |Rer ,es � w � wx

then (P |[K ]|Cx ,w ⊗ wx ) 	cpr
R (Q |[K ]|Cx [[R−1]]D ,w ⊗ wx ).

Proof. Assume P 	cpr
R,w Q . With Lemma 3, we get P̃ 	cpr

R,w Q̃ , which im-
plies P̃ 	cpr

R,w⊗wx Q̃ by Assumption 2 and Lemma 2. From Assumption 1 and
Lemma 1, we conclude P |[K ]|Cx 	cpr

R,w⊗wx Q |[K ]|Cx [[R−1]]D . ��

5 Related Work

Because indistinguishability and its preservation by refinement (CPR) is con-
cerned with hiding certain information about events occurring in a system from
an adversary, our work is related to research on non-interference.

Non-interference, first introduced by Goguen and Meseguer [1], is a security
property that has extensively been studied. Much work on non-interference is
possibilistic, i.e. it disregards probabilistic arguments. Ryan and Schneider [13]
recast many known definitions of possibilistic non-interference in (classical) CSP
and show that the different ways of defining non-interference are closely related
to the different notions of process equivalence.

The windows in our setting can be viewed as a channel from the considered
system to an outside adversary, i.e. from the “high” system to the “low” outside
world. In contrast to non-interference, we do not require no information to flow
through that channel. Our definition of CPR ensures that possible observations
which adversaries may make of the implemented system do not offer them ad-
ditional ways of inferring information about the system than the specification
allows them to.

Ryan and Schneider [13] discuss an approach of generalizing non-interference
that has a similar motivation: requiring total absence of information flow often
is too strong in practice. Their generalization is parameterized by an equivalence
on traces, an equivalence on processes, and a way of abstracting High’s behavior
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from a process. Depending on the instantiation of these parameters one obtains
weak versions of non-interference that allow Low to determine High’s behavior
up to the equivalence on traces. It may be interesting to recast our definition of
indistinguishability into that framework.

Gray [3] defines probabilistic non-interference (PNI), and Jürjens [6] proves
a compositionality theorem for a variant of that definition. The condition for
PNI basically states that the probability of a high user producing a particular
observation of a low user is the same for all behaviors of the high user. Because
it formalizes the fact that certain behaviors cannot be distinguished probabilis-
tically, this condition of PNI is similar to our refinement condition IP . The
difference is that IP requires equal probabilities of (indistinguishable) concrete
behavior only for implementations of indistinguishable abstract behavior.

Lowe [8] recently investigated how to quantify information flow from high
to low while staying in a possibilistic setting. Using a discretely timed version
of CSP, he can analyze timing channels, which we currently ignore. The aim of
Lowe’s work is similar to ours in that he does not per se require no information
to flow from high to low: he puts bounds on the capacity of channels whereas
(by the abstract window) we restrict the ways in which information may flow
from high to low.

Graham-Cumming and Sanders [2] discuss the preservation of non-
interference under data refinement. They specify systems using the specification
language Z [15] and define security as indistinguishability on system traces with
respect to a given user. They give conditions under which a refinement of the
internal data of the system preserves indistinguishability. Their approach is pos-
sibilistic, and, in contrast to our setting, they consider only refinements of the
internal state of a system but not of the input and output data. We emphasize
refining the inputs and outputs, because an implementation must be designed in
such a way that choosing particular representations of inputs and outputs does
not allow adversaries to infer more information about the system than they are
allowed to.

Mantel [9] considers the preservation of information flow properties under
refinement. It is well-known that CSP-style refinement does not preserve infor-
mation flow properties in general [5]. Mantel shows how refinement operators tai-
lored for specific information flow properties can modify an intended refinement
such that the resulting refinement preserves the given flow property. Working
top-down from the specification to an implementation, the refinement operators
may lead to concrete specifications that are practically hard to implement, be-
cause the changes in the refinement they induce are hard to predict and may
not be easy to realize in an implementation.

Jürjens [7] uses stream processing functions to model systems, and he defines
a possibilistic notion of secrecy in that setting. He identifies conditions under
which certain refinement operators on stream processing functions preserve his
notion of secrecy.
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6 Conclusions

Security-aware engineering of systems and software needs a notion of refine-
ment which comprises not only integrity and availability, but confidentiality
as well. To contribute to providing a firm basis for security-aware engineering,
we developed a precise notion of confidentiality-preserving refinement (CPR).
CPR inherits all properties of behavioral refinement and additionally introduces
indistinguishability preservation, which is the probabilistic characterization of
confidentiality-preservation.

At the end of Section 4.1, we have identified two questions concerning the
composition and refinement of secure systems: (i) Does the composed system still
fulfill the desired security properties? (ii) Does the replacement of the abstract
by the concrete system in a given context compromise confidentiality? Question
(i) should be investigated in more detail, taking into account our definition
of CPR. For this investigation, one can build on the work of Mantel [10] and
Ryan and Schneider [13]. Concerning the investigation of compositionality of
refinement in a probabilistic setting, i.e., question (ii), we know of no work
prior to ours, as Graham-Cumming and Sanders [2], Mantel [9], and Jürjens [7]
consider possibilistic refinement only.

The present paper shows that confidentiality-preserving refinement is tran-
sitive, but not compositional in general. An analysis of the situation shows that
this result is not surprising. It is even inevitable, because confidentiality prop-
erties are of a fundamentally different nature than integrity (and – to a certain
extent – availability) properties, which correspond to the notion of correctness
as considered in classical refinement. Refining a subsystem that is embedded
in a context yields a refinement of the composed system, because the refined
subsystem always behaves in a way that is consistent with the behavior of the
abstract subsystem. A corresponding property does not hold for confidentiality.
As Section 4.2 shows, it is possible to refine a subsystem in such a way that
additional ways of obtaining information about the subsystem become possible
on the concrete level as compared to the abstract level. This is due to the facts
that, first, the context adds an additional window to the system, and second,
“non-confidential” data may be refined to data that permits an adversary to
gain additional information as compared to the abstract system.

In such a situation, the only possible remedy is to investigate the conditions
that must hold in addition to the confidentiality-preserving refinement of the
subsystem. If proving these conditions is easier than proving the CPR for the
composed systems from scratch, then the notion of confidentiality-preserving
refinement is still useful for stepwise development using a divide-and-conquer
approach.

With the notion of non-disclosure, we capture the additional condition that
must hold to guarantee the compositionality of CPR. This condition corresponds
well to the intuition that (i) the “information leaks” introduced by the context
can be represented by the additional data visible in the context’s window, and
(ii) that adding a new window must not change the relative probabilities of
indistinguishable traces. Non-disclosure does not only give insight into our notion
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of CPR, but also into the relationship between refinement and compositionality
in general.

We can therefore conclude that the notion of CPR may be useful for security-
aware engineering of systems and software, even if it cannot be compositional in
general. The work presented in this paper lays the foundations for an engineer-
ing approach to CPR: identifying architectures that guarantee non-disclosure by
construction will facilitate the task of proving non-disclosure. Further research
must apply our definitions and theorems to examples of larger scale, further in-
vestigate the relation of indistinguishability of traces to other security properties,
as well as start the development of tools supporting our approach.
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